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QUESTION 1

You do not want users to execute queries while in the Order_Items block, so you write the following key-Exeqry trigger
for the Order_Items block: 

GO_BLOCK(\\'orders\\'); EXECUTE_QUERY; 

This works fine except that in the Order_Items block, when you click Enter Query first, and then click Execute Query,
you get the error message "FRM-41009: Function key not allowed." What can you do correct this? 

A. Set the Fire in Enter-Query Mode property of the Key-Exeqry trigger to Yes. 

B. Add the following as the first of the key-Exqry trigger to Yes. SYSTEM.mode := \\'NORMAL\\'; 

C. Delete the Key-Exqry trigger and define the following Key-Entqry trigger for the Order_Items block: GO_BLOCK
(\\'orders\\'); ENTER_QUERY; 

D. Delete the Key-Exqry trigger and define the following Key-Entqry trigger for the Order_Items block: ENTER_QUERY;
GO_BLOCK (\\'orders\\'); 

E. Change the key-Exqry trigger to: IF : SYSTEM.MODE := \\'ENTER-QUERY\\' THEN GO_BLOCK (\\'orders\\');
EXECUTE_QUERY; ELSE MESSAGE (\\'you cannot execute a query for the Order_Items block\\'): END IF; Define the
following Key-Entqry trigger for the Order_Items block: GO_BLOCK (\\'orders\\'); ENTER_QUERY 

F. Change the Key-Exeqry trigger to: IF :SYSTEM.MODE != \\'ENTER-QUERY\\' THEN GO_BLOCK(\\'orders\\');
EXECUTE_QUERY; ELSE MESSAGE (\\'You cannot execute a query in this block\\'); ENTER_QUERY; GO_BLOCK
(\\'orders\\'); 

G. You cannot change this behavior, but you should use the On-Message trigger to display a more meaningful
message. 

Correct Answer: C 

Note: You can use system variables and built-ins to obtain information about queries. 

Using SYSTEM.mode 

Use the SYSTEM.mode system variable to obtain the form mode. The three values are NORMAL , 

ENTER_QUERY , and QUERY. 

NORMAL Indicates that the form is currently in normal processing mode. ENTER-QUERY Indicates that 

the form is currently in Enter Query mode. QUERY Indicates that the form is currently in fetch processing 

mode, meaning that a query is currently being processed. 

Note 1: ENTER_QUERY procedure 

Clears the current block and creates a sample record. Operators can then specify query conditions before 

executing the query with a menu or button command.If there are changes to commit, the Forms Builder 

prompts the operator to commit them before continuing ENTER- QUERY processing 
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Note 2: EXECUTE_QUERY procedure 

Clears the current block, opens a query, and fetches anumber of selected records. If there are changes 

tocommit, Forms Builder prompts the operator to committhem before continuing EXECUTE-

QUERYprocessin 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is true about flexible code? 

A. It is designed for reuse. 

B. It typically includes hard-coded object names. 

C. It is more difficult to maintain. 

D. It is more difficult to write, so it decreases developer productivity. 

E. It is specific to a particular module. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

There are certain errors that are specific to the Salary item on the Employees form. You want to trap these errors only
when the user navigates from the Salary item. 

You have a form-level On-Error trigger that traps errors that apply to the form in general, but yon additionally code an
item-level On-Error trigger for the Salary item. 

When testing the form, you find that the general errors are not trapped when you navigate from the Salary item. What
can you do to correct this problem? 

A. Call the form level On-Error trigger from the item-level On-Error trigger. 

B. Call the item-level On-Error trigger from the form-level On-Error trigger. 

C. Change the Execution Hierarchy property for the item-level On-Error trigger. 

D. Change the Execution Hierarchy property for the form-level On-Error trigger. 

E. Move all the code to a PL/SQL program unit and call it from both the form level and item level On-Error triggers. 

Correct Answer: C 

when you have a WHEN-NEW-ITEM-INSTANCE : 

if you create a trigger on item, block and form-level, then only the ITEM-Level will start. If you use the exec-
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hierarchy Override. 

If all trigger use After, then the FORM, BLOCK and ITEM starts in that sequence. 

If all trigger use Before, then the ITEM, BLOCK and FORM starts in that sequence. 

the execution-hierarchy on FORM-Level is ignored, because there is no higher level than FORM 

 

QUESTION 4

View the Exhibit to examine the form. 

The text items (Field1, Field2, and Field3) and the button (Check_Values) are in the CONTROL block. The Mouse
Navigate property of the button has been set to No. 

The following code as been written in a When-Button-Pressed trigger on the Check_Values button: 

MESSAGE(:field1| | \\' - \\' | | :SYSTEM.cursor_item | | \\' - \\' | | :SYSTEM.trigger_item); 

With the focus in Field1 and the values 1, 2, and 3 in the text items, what message will be displayed when the button is
clicked. 

A. -4 

B. 1 -2 -3 

C. 1 field1 Check Values 

D. Field1 -1 Check Values 

E. 1 CONTROL.FIELD1 CONTROL.FIELD1 

F. 1 CONTROL.FIELD1 CONTROL.CHECK_VALUES 
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G. :field1 - :SYSTEM.cursor_item - :SYSTEM.trigger_item 

Correct Answer: F 

* 

SYSTEM.CURSOR_ITEM 

Represents the name of the block and item, block.item, where the input focus (cursor) is located. 

The value is always a character string. 

In this scenario the value is CONTROL.Field1, as the focus is in Field1. 

* 

SYSTEM.TRIGGER_ITEM Represents the item (BLOCK.ITEM) in the scope for which the trigger is currently firing.
When referenced in a key trigger, it represents the item where the cursor was located when the trigger began. The value
is always a character string. 

In this scenario the value is CONTROL.CHECK_VALUES, as the CHECK_VALUES button is being clicked. 

 

QUESTION 5

The Orders form is sometimes run automatically and sometimes run from the Customers form, when it is 

run from the Customers form, any queries should be restricted to the customer that is currently selected. 

The Customers form button that runs the Orders form sets a global variable to the current customer ID. 

The Orders form has a button labeled Execute Query with the following When-Button Pressed trigger: 

DEFAULT_VALUE (NULL, \\'GLOBAL.Customer_id\\'); 

IF: GLOBAL.customer_id IS NOT NULL 

THEN 

SET_BLOCK_PROPERTY (\\'orders\\', DEFAULT_WHERE, \\'orders.customer_id = \\' | | 

:GLOBAL.CUSTOMER_id); 

END IF; 

EXECUTE_QUERY 

You want to duplicate that functionality in a menu item for the Summit menu that is attached To the Orders 

form. 

What changes must you make to the code so that the menu code functions as it does in the form? 

A. Change both occurrence of :GLOBAL.customer_id to \\'GLOBAL.customer_id\\'. 

B. Change \\'GLOBAL.customer_id\\' in line 1 to :GLOBAL.customer_id. 
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C. Change both occurrence of :GLOBAL.customer_id to NAME_IN (\\'GLOBAL.customer_id\\'). 

D. You do not need to change anything; the code compiles and functions correctly in the menu item. 

E. You cannot add this type of code in the menu because it refers to the items on the form that cannot be referenced
from a menu. 

Correct Answer: C 

Because you cannot refer directly to form values in menu code, change :GLOBAL.customer_id to the following indirect
reference: NAME_IN(\\'GLOBAL.customer_id\\') 

Note: You could also change the references to the global variable to use the NAME_IN built-in; however, this is not
strictly necessary, because global variables are available directly throughout the application. 

Reference: Managing Oracle Forms Menu Modules 
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